Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures look to open in the red. The Dow’s 4-day win streak is in
jeopardy of ending and Nasdaq futures are lower by over 1%. I forgot the Nasdaq could downtick. Mega-cap
tech stocks have been overextended for a bit, so it’s natural to see some profit-taking. You know we’re a little
frothy when Tesla options that expire tomorrow with a strike price of 2,500 and 3,500 are trading real
volume. Maybe the Robinhood traders should sit the next couple of plays out https://bit.ly/3j6Aabj . I had to
include the full Anchorman clip. “I miss your musk” https://bit.ly/2ZzqnD6 . Europe is lower except for Italy,
which is flat. Tensions between the US and China finally caught the attention of investors as China’s Shanghai
was down over 4%. Weekly jobless claims will be released at 8:30 am with estimate of 1.25 million.
Continuing claims estimate is 17.5 million (per Bloomberg). S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -19.06, 10-Yr Yield:
CORE Headlines:
 The Trump administration is mulling a new travel ban for members of the Chinese Communist Party.NYT
 Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot warns that she could rollback reopening to phase three if coronavirus
cases continue to increase in the city.-ABC
 Joe Biden leads President Trump by approximately nine points nationally based on average of recent
polls.-RCP
 Georgia Governor Brian Kemp invalidates orders from various cities requiring people to wear masks,
but he urged residents to wear masks voluntary.-WaPost
 Twitter (TWTR) prevented some verified accounts from publishing messages after high profile hacks.Reuters
 China is the first major economy to return to growth since the coronavirus pandemic—its economy
expanded 3.2 percent in the second quarter from the same period a year earlier, rebounding from a
historic coronavirus-induced contraction in the first three months of the year.-WSJ
 Consumers have continued spending on big-ticket items such as vehicles and homes during the
coronavirus pandemic, helping support the US economy as it battles a surge in Covid-19 cases and
renewed business shutdowns.-WSJ
 Colleges hoping students will return to campus this fall during the coronavirus pandemic are laying
out reopening plans that rely heavily on the ability of school health departments to frequently test
students, faculty, and staff.-WSJ
 As beer and soda consumption shift from restaurants to homes during the pandemic, beverage
companies and can makers are struggling to keep up, creating a shortage of aluminum cans that is
limiting supplies of certain beverages.-USA
 Mail deliveries could be delayed by a day or more under cost-cutting efforts—including the
elimination of overtime—being imposed by the new postmaster general.-NYP (We’ll have to wait an
extra day for pages of coupons in our mailbox?)
 China on Wednesday sharply criticized Trump’s moves to strip Hong Kong of its preferential trading
status with the US and clear the way for new sanctions on officials and companies there, vowing to
retaliate with punitive measures of its own.-NYT
 OPEC and Russia are set to begin unwinding the oil supply cuts of 9.7M barrels a day they agreed to
earlier this year, as they attempt to increase production without denting a recovery in crude prices—a
move that will be closely watched by oil traders.-FT
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Johnson & Johnson raised its full-year profit forecast and beat analysts' estimates for quarterly
earnings as strength in its pharmaceuticals unit cushioned a steep fall in sales of its medical devices
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.-Reuters (Stock is +1% YTD)
Bank of America reported a drop of more than 50% in second-quarter profit, even as it set aside only
about half as much in reserves as some of its peers against a potential wave of defaults due to the
coronavirus crisis.-Reuters (Stock is down -31% YTD)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 WaPost: A 2013 prediction on what could go wrong with Twitter https://wapo.st/2DPjntl
 BBC: Global crash in fertility rates (Demographics matter!!) https://bbc.in/2B5caEl
 Vice: Twitter’s internal access panel hack https://bit.ly/2C9bLl3
 UK Telegraph: The deal of the commuter in London has major consequences https://bit.ly/390yNX4
 HBR: How Phillip Morris is planning a smoke-free future https://bit.ly/3eAmZvG
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
The streak of upside economic surprises continues. The June industrial production figures topped
economists' forecasts, as factory output climbed further.
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The June ISM manufacturing PMI index suggests that factory output will rebound further. But given
the pandemic uncertainty, the manufacturing recovery could lose momentum.
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Source: ING

Mortgage applications to purchase a home are holding at multi-year highs. (I’m surprised this hasn’t
faded, but I guess I shouldn’t be with rates so low.)
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Americans are preparing for homeschooling and virtual classes amid parents' apprehension about
sending children back to school. This trend could create a significant drag on economic growth.
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Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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Source: @LizAnnSonders, @outschool, @Bloomberg

The airline industry continues to struggle.

Source: @WSJ; Read full article

Source: Reuters; Read full article

US gasoline demand hasn't yet fully recovered.
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the S&P 500 return attribution by sector over the past five years. (Stat I read in Barron’s over the
weekend: Energy had a 7.2% weighting in the S&P 500 in November of 2016. It is now 2.5%.
Amazing!)
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Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML

What percentage of S&P 500 stocks have dividend yields above the 10yr Treasury?

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research, @lisaabramowicz1
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Nervousness about the November elections persists. This chart compares the trends in VIX vs. the
October VIX futures contract.

Source: @TheTerminal

some updates on equity factor/style movements over the past five trading days.

• Stocks preferred by retail investors:
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• Small caps:
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• Equal-weigh S&P 500:
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• Dividend dogs:
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• Growth vs. value:
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Treasury yields remain range-bound.
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Cities with the most top-rated restaurants:
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Source: @business; Read full article

Background checks for firearms:
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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